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Introduction
? Contemporary communitarianism1 began in the 1980s mainly from the claims 
of political philosophers criticizing John Rawls’s liberalism2 in North America.  It 
has been well known in Japan since Michael Sandel’s Justice: What’s the Right 
Thing to Do? became a bestseller in 2010.  However, in Japanese academic circles 
the essence of contemporary communitarianism is still misunderstood.  Since 
World War II, Japanese orthodox political scientists (called “modernists”) have 
held that modernization has referred to the liberation of individuality from the 
restraint of community, and they have had a strong tendency to deny the value of 
community and the common good.  Therefore, they think that communitarianism, 
even contemporary communitarianism, may have no influence on modern politics 
and policies and that it is conservative or reactionary against liberalism, which 
they consider to be the mainstream of modern political thought.  In present-day 
Japan, the new orthodox political scientists who have been influenced by 
American postmodernism are postmodern leftists who also criticize contemporary 
communitarianism as a form of authoritarianism due to a prejudiced view against 
community and the common good, which they regard as premodern concepts.
? To correct such misunderstandings of community and to fairly evaluate 
contemporary communitarianism, this paper examines the political thought of 
Amitai Etzioni as a public intellectual.  Influenced by Sandel and other 
contemporary communitarian philosophers, Etzioni founded the Responsive 
Communitarian Movement in 1991.  His movement influenced “the Third Way” 
of New Labour,3 which in the 1990s advocated the center left in the British Labour 
? Former Professor of Nanzan University and Professor Emeritus of Mie Chukyo University. 
He is especially known for his translation of Michael J. Sandel’s Liberalism and the Limits of 
Justice, 2nd ed. (Cambridge University Press, 2009).
 1. Contemporary communitarianism refers to the political philosophy criticized by 
American liberals as a communitarian idea in the 1980s.
 2. American liberalism, as represented by John Rawls, is a political philosophy that 
advocates equal rights as well as freedom and supports the American Democratic Party.
 3. The Third Way of the New Labour Party is the center left political route advocated by 
the British Conservative Party’s neoliberalism and the British Labour Party’s old social 
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Party.  However, both the old socialists and the new left in Britain criticized 
Etzioni’s influence as the authoritarianism of New Labour, in particular because 
of Etzioni’s support of President George W. Bush’s antiterrorism policies after 
9/11.  Japanese orthodox scholars, influenced by British socialism and American 
postmodernism, believe that Etzioni’s communitarianism, and contemporary 
communitarianism in general, are conservative and authoritarian.4
I: The Experience in Israel and America
? The belief that communitarianism, and contemporary communitarianism in 
general, are authoritarian and conservative, is, I believe, incorrect.  To rectify this 
I will highlight why Etzioni became communitarian in Israel and America, why he 
started the Responsive Communitarian Movement, and why he was interested in 
communitarian international relations after 9/11.  This information has been 
gleaned mainly from his autobiography, My Brother’s Keeper: A Memoir and a 
Message (2003).  My Brother’s Keeper provides the reason why Etzioni became a 
communitarian.  He was born in Germany in 1929, but his family moved to pre-
Israel Palestine due to the fear of persecution by the Nazis in 1933.  He felt that 
the Jewish Palestinian community was “imbued with the spirit of community” and 
“most people were dedicated to serving the common good.”5
? But when he was living in a kibbutz he realized that a “thick” community was 
not good for him.  “After a year in a kibbutz I also acquired both a sense of the 
virtue of community?and how oppressive it can become when its bonds bundle 
you too tightly.”6  The kibbutz was “highly egalitarian and humanitarian” but “there 
was precious little tolerance for individuality and privacy.” Etzioni learned from 
the kibbutz that “[t]oo much community seemed no better than too little.”7  He 
then left the kibbutz.
? In 1948 Etzioni participated in Israel’s War of Independence as a soldier.  He 
supported the cause of the war but felt that “individual Arab fighters were people 
like us, with families and young lives” and that “I never wanted to wage war 
again.”8
? After the founding of Israel, he entered an institute in Jerusalem that had been 
newly established by Martin Buber, who introduced him to his “first reading of 
democracy.
 4. See Kikuchi Masao, Gendai no Komyunitarianizumu to “Daisan no Michi” 
(Contemporary Communitarianism and “the Third Way”) (Tokyo: Fukousha Publishing Inc., 
2004), chap. 3.
 5. Amitai Etzioni, My Brother’s Keeper: A Memoir and a Message (Lanham: Rowman & 
Littlefield Publishers, 2003), xii.
 6. Ibid.
 7. Ibid., 22―23.
 8. Ibid., 33―34.
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communitarian philosophy,” including Buber’s works.  But according to Etzioni, 
Buber did not necessarily regard community as “an ideal place” but “constructed 
it with a place that was pure Thou.” Buber also did not include a concept of 
individual rights within his concept of community and instead stressed “our 
responsibility for others,” which, to Etzioni, seemed to be the Jewish tradition.9
? Next, at The Hebrew University, Etzioni learned communitarian thought from 
leading sociologists such as Ferdinand Tonnies and Émile Durkheim.  His research 
focused on the relations between modernity and traditional communities.  On the 
one hand, modern society undermined “the traditional society based on life in 
small communities” and set people free.  On the other hand, this “threatened 
people’s mental health and moral character,” and “made people yearn for a more 
communal life.”10
? Thus, it seems to me that Etzioni, who regarded the modern disassembling of 
communities as a great problem, had already become communitarian in Israel. 
However, at the same time, he did not entirely acknowledge the value of 
community.  He especially questioned “thick” communities, traditional or 
intentional, as oppressing individual freedom and rights.  Even if communitarian, 
his communitarianism does not acknowledge communities which intervene in 
people’s personal lives and attempt to coerce the values of a community.
? In 1957 Etzioni studied at the University of California.  After wrestling with 
the choice between being an academic or public intellectual, he determined to be 
both.  “I was going to be a good sociologist and an active citizen.”11 In 1964 he 
wrote an article against the Vietnam War in The Washington Post and participated 
in the anti-war movement at Columbia University.  In 1972 he was put on the 
FBI’s blacklist.12
? From 1978 to 1979 Etzioni belonged to the Brookings Institute, where he 
enjoyed “[t]he mixture of scholarship and policy research.”13  His main concern 
was the “reindustrialization” of America to relieve the deteriorating economy and 
society at that time.  In 1979 Etzioni joined the White House staff of the Carter 
administration.  But his policy advocacy was not adopted, and he remembered his 
one year in the White House as “a very painful year” and “a year I never want to 
live through again.”14
? In 2006 Etzioni wrote about public intellectuals, stating that they “must engage 
in moral deliberations because all major public and social policies that they 
 9. Ibid., 40―41.
 10. Ibid., 42.
 11. Ibid., 59.
 12. Ibid., 81ff.
 13. Ibid., 142.
 14. Ibid., 159.
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routinely criticize have important moral dimensions.”15  According to Etzioni, 
public intellectuals must be “critical and normatively prescriptive.”16  Thus, as a 
public intellectual, he wanted to be critical of the moral dimensions of his society, 
and from outside of government he proposed public and social policies to reform 
his community.
II: As a Leader of the Responsive Communitarian Movement
? According to Etzioni, many public intellectuals between the 1930s and 1970s 
in America were “the left or liberals.” But between the 1970s and 1980s there was 
an increase in the number of neoconservative public intellectuals.  In the 1980s, 
communitarian public intellectuals gained influence.17  Of course, most of these 
communitarian public intellectuals were responsive communitarians led by 
Etzioni himself.
? In 1989 Etzioni felt it was necessary for the communitarian movement to 
correct “the excessive individualism” caused by neoconservatives, “a third way 
between the worshipers of the market and state-hipped liberals and an approach 
that would not ignore core social-moral values.”18  So-called communitarian 
philosophers such as Alasdair Macintyre, Charles Taylor, Michael Walzer, and 
Michael Sandel criticized “the excessive individualism” and insisted on “a politics 
of the common good” (according to Sandel)19 in the 1980s when the Thatcher and 
Reagan governments, made up of neoconservatives combined with neoliberals, 
had taken hold of power.  As a public intellectual at that time, Etzioni aimed to 
make a social movement to renew “social-moral values.”
? For Etzioni, “communitarian” addresses the same basic challenging questions 
raised by the Christian right, Islamic true believers, and Orthodox Jews.  These 
questions concern 
what is right (and what is wrong); which moral and social values should guide our 
lives; what we owe our children, parents, neighbors, and the rest of the world; and 
 15. Amitai Etzioni, “Introduction: Are Public Intellectuals an Endangered Species?,” in 
Public Intellectuals: An Endangered Species?, eds. Amitai Etzioni and Alyssa Bowditch 
(Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, Inc., 2006), 3.
 16. Ibid., 4.
 17. Ibid., 3―4, 6.
 18. Etzioni, My Brother’s Keeper, 201.
 19. Sandel insists in liberal-communitarian debates that new orthodox liberalism and 
libertarianism?which he called “a politics of rights”?is challenged by communitarianism, 
which is “a politics of the common good,” and follows Aristotle. Michel J. Sandel, “Morality 
and the Liberal Ideal: Must Individual Rights Betray the Common Good?,” New Republic (May 
7, 1984): 16―17.
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what we live for (or at least ought to).20
 Communitarian answers are not simple but “profoundly democratic.”
I do not mean by this that a majority of votes cast determines what is moral, but that 
our conception of right and wrong are encountered through moral dialogues that are 
open and inclusive.  It is a persuasive morality, not a coercive one.21
Thus communitarianism, which Etzioni thinks is democratic, does not follow 
majority rule but depends on “moral dialogues.” It does not force particular moral 
doctrines but persuades through dialogues.  So what Etzioni aims for is a 
democratic communitarian movement.
? Three problems were discussed at a meeting held at George Washington 
University in 1990 to make a Communitarian Platform.  The first problem was 
“explosive individual rights, accompanied by the loss of a sense of social 
responsibility.” After much discussion the members concluded that they objected 
to “rights talk that assumes that the whole moral turf belongs to rights without any 
attention to other considerations” but they fought “for strong individual rights 
paralleled by an assumption of social responsibilities.” This conclusion “may 
entail some reinterpretation of rights or greater attention to the common good.”22 
Etzioni intended to pursue both individual rights and social responsibility in this 
movement.
? The second problem was the term “communitarian.” In the nineteenth century 
the term was used for communists, and in the 1980s, within academic circles, 
Taylor, Sandel, and Walzer were called communitarians but they themselves did 
not admit this.23  Moreover, the term has been adopted by authoritarian East Asian 
leaders to justify their regimes.  One of the core members of the meeting to create 
a Communitarian Platform, Benjamin Barber, said that they should not adopt such 
authoritarian language.  But Etzioni insisted that “community is our central 
concern, not the state nor the market.” To distinguish his communitarians from 
East Asian authoritarian communitarians “such as Prime ministers Lee Kuan Yew 
in Singapore and Mahathir bin Mohamad in Malaysia,” he proposed the epithet 
“responsive” which stood “for democratic institutions that respond to people.”24
 20. Etzioni, My Brother’s Keeper, xv.
 21. Ibid., xv―xvi.
 22. Ibid., 205.
 23. Among so-called communitarian philosophers, Macintyre and Walzer deny that they are 
communitarians but Taylor and Sandel admit that they are communitarians with conditions. 
See Kikuchi, Gendai no Komyunitarianizumu, chap. 2.
 24. Etzioni, My Brother’s Keeper, 206.
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? The third problem was the question of particularism versus universalism. 
Since the communitarianism in which Etzioni believed was not relativism, he 
insisted that human rights and social responsibilities were important as universal 
principles.  But there were many objections to the insistence on such values 
absolutely.  Finally, he compromised by withdrawing his universalism and in “The 
Responsive Communitarian Platform,” published in 1991, merely “our community 
is not particularism” was stated.25  From the outset Etzioni believed that two 
principles of his communitarianism, human rights and social responsibilities, were 
universal.  His ideal community would incline toward a global community by 
deliberative democracy.  “The Responsive Communitarian Platform” stated that
[w]hile it may seem utopian, we believe that in the multiplication of strongly 
democratic communities around the world lies our best hope for the emergence of a 
global community.26
? The responsive communitarianism of Etzioni was a renewal of the values of 
community against “the excessive individualism” promoted by neoconservatives 
combined with neoliberals.  However, in Israel, Etzioni had been afraid of the 
restriction of individual liberty and rights within a “thick” community.  Thus, his 
communitarianism sets much value on liberty and human rights.  But individual 
rights must be responsive to social responsibilities.  Etzioni wants to pursue both 
human rights and social responsibilities by democratic deliberation to finally 
realize a global community.  Therefore, I think his responsive communitarianism 
is not authoritarian but democratic.  His communitarianism is neither conservative 
nor liberal but the third way. But because Etzioni and American contemporary 
communitarians in general recognize the value of individual rights and do not 
insist absolutely on the values of communities, they are liberal communitarians in 
politics and policy.  They set high value on the communities to which they are 
attached but this does not mean that they pay blind devotion to these communities, 
and that they know the limits of their particular communities.
? For example, MacIntyre, who evaluates highly the politics and ethics of 
Aristotle and the ancient Greeks, nevertheless points out that they excluded 
“barbarians and slaves” from politics and located “craftsmen and tradesmen” in “an 
inferior class.”27  Sandel insists that he does not view communitarianism as 
 25. Ibid.
 26. Amitai  Etzioni ,  “The Responsive Communitarian Platform: Rights  and 
Responsibilities,” in The Essential Communitarian Reader, ed. Amitai Etzioni (Lanham: 
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, Inc., 2006), xxxvi.
 27. Alasdair MacIntyre, After Virtue, 2nd ed. (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame 
Press, 1984), 159. 
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“another name for majoritarianism” and does not insist on the values of particular 
communities absolutely.28  It is generally believed that liberalism is universalistic 
and communitarianism is particularistic.29  However, I think that contemporary 
communitarianism is not simply particularistic even though it emphasizes the 
value of the community to which one is attached, because it seeks universal value 
within or beyond particular communities to judge that their common good is not 
wrong.  I believe that the common good of contemporary communitarianism will 
expand from kinship to a global relationship.
? When Etzioni went to Japan on the occasion of the Japanese translation of his 
The New Golden Rule in 1999, some Japanese scholars and students stated that 
community and family in Japan had broken down.  Therefore, they sought “their 
communal bonds and mores rather than granting first priority to strengthening 
rights.” But Etzioni still held that Japanese should “shore up the rights of women 
and minorities” rather than reconstruct communities.30  Etzioni believes that 
universal values, individual rights, and social responsibilities are important but 
that a balance between them must vary by time and place.
? In the 2000 presidential election, while Al Gore was thought of as a 
communitarian, Etzioni thought that George W. Bush had also become one, for he 
said that the nation had to be tied together by “bonds of friendship and community 
and solidarity” in his inauguration speech.  Etzioni admitted that soon after 
becoming president, Bush was strongly conservative on taxation and 
environmental policy.31  However, after 9/11, Etzioni basically supported Bush’s 
policy against terrorism.  Together with Walzer, Etzioni signed a paper that 
defended Bush’s war in Afghanistan.32  Has the communitarianism of Etzioni 
changed since 9/11?
III: Etzioni’s International Relations after 9/11
? In 1999 Benjamin Barber wrote that Etzioni tried “to reconcile community and 
liberalism,” which Barber would continue.33  But unlike Etzioni, Barber opposed 
 28. Michael Sandel, “Preface,” in Liberalism and the Limits of Justice, 10.
 29. See Stephen Mulhall and Adam Swift, Liberals and Communitarians, 2nd ed. 
(Cambridge, MA: Blackwell, 1996). 
 30. Etzioni, My Brother’s Keeper, 354―55.
 31. Ibid., 293―95.
 32. “What We’re Fighting for: A Letter from America,” in Rights vs. Public Safety after 
9/11: America in the Age of Terrorism, eds. Amitai Etzioni and Jason H. Marsh (Lanham: 
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, Inc., 2006), 101―11.  This book contains a chapter against 
Bush’s war, “This is not Our War: A Letter from United States Citizens to Friends in Europe” 
(123―32).  It seems that among Responsive Communitarians there was conflict over Bush’s 
war.
 33. Benjamin R. Barber, “Tough Questions for Liberal Communitarians,” Responsive 
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Bush’s war34 and came to keep a certain distance from the responsive 
communitarian movement.  In an interview after 9/11, Charles Taylor, who was 
one of the co-editors of the publication Responsive Community, supported 
Etzioni’s communitarian stress on solidarity but questioned his social democrat 
position.35  After 9/11 the responsive communitarian movement disbanded.  The 
Communitarian Network still exists on the internet, but in 2004 Responsive 
Community, the journal of Responsive Communitarians, ceased publication, and 
selected publications of responsive communitarian anthologies, Rights and 
Responsibilities: Communitarian Perspectives, have not been published since 
2006.
? After 9/11 Etzioni stressed public safety and affirmed the war in Afghanistan. 
“The United States greatly changed the balance between freedom and the social 
order (above all, public safety) in the wake of 9/11.” This change was basically 
directed “in line with what communitarian advocates?and the society was 
tending toward?before the attack.”36  In 2001, “to rush the legislation expanding 
government authority, given the fear of more attacks,” was the correct policy.37 
But in 2003 (the year his autobiography was published) the communitarian 
balance “between public safety and civil rights” had to be revised.  Yet this did not 
mean “some kind of neoisolationism.” “Communitarianism now needs not merely 
a domestic and regional community-building agenda [. . .] but a global one.”38
? In How Patriotic is the Patriot Act?, Etzioni basically affirmed domestic safety 
regulations and the Patriot Act of the Bush administration.  According to Etzioni, 
in the fight against terrorists “extremism in the defense of either security or liberty 
is not a virtue.”39  Although there were different views among responsive 
communitarians, in the age of terrorism Etzioni insisted that “new security 
measures” were needed.40  From this the policies that “the Bush administration has 
launched since the September 11 terrorist attack are [. . .] reasonable and 
necessary.”41  Here Etzioni still insisted on the balance between security and 
Community 9, no. 1 (1999): 104.
 34. Cf. Benjamin R. Barber, Fear’s Empire: War, Terrorism, and Democracy (New York: W. 
W. Norton & Company Inc., 2003).
 35. Charles Taylor, “On Identity, Alienation and the Consequences of September 11th” 
(Interview with Harmut Rosa and Arto Laitinen), in Perspectives on the Philosophy of Charles 
Taylor (Acta Philosophie Fennica 71), eds. Arto Laitinen and Nicholas H. Smith (Societas 
Philosophica Fennica, 2002), 169―70.
 36. Etzioni, My Brother’s Keeper, 382.
 37. Ibid., 384.
 38. Ibid.
 39. Amitai Etzioni, How Patriotic is the Patriot Act? Freedom Versus Security in the Age of 
Terrorism (New York: Routledge, 2004), 3.
 40. Ibid., 7.
 41. Ibid., 42.
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liberty but undoubtedly attached more importance to security against 
antiterrorism.
? In 2004 Etzioni published From Empire to Community in which he argued for 
communitarian international relations.  Here he basically criticized the foreign 
policy of Bush and the neoconservatives who imposed American values by force. 
Etzioni insisted on a new synthesis between the West and the East.
The world actually is moving toward a new synthesis between the West’s great 
respect for individual rights and choices and the East’s respect for obligations [. . .] 
between the West’s preoccupation with autonomy and the East’s preoccupation with 
social order; between Western legal and political egalitarianism and Eastern 
authoritarianism.42
Etzioni called this synthesis “soft communitarianism.” A soft communitarian 
society “relies largely on moral and social ways to ensure that members will live 
up to their obligation to one another and to the common good rather than relying 
on state policing.”43  Here Etzioni now approved of East Asian authoritarian 
communitarians whom he had not acknowledged before.
? According to Etzioni, “communitarian international relations” are “a pathway 
between the might-makes-right course, a Jacksonian version of neoconservative 
international relations, and the consensus-make-might hyper-liberal course.”44 
Etzioni insisted that America should not promise democracy to Afghanistan and 
Iraq, and that it is dangerous to regard America as a country created by God. 
Indeed he strongly opposed the war against Iraq.45  But he naturally approved the 
war against Afghanistan and examined “the antiterrorism coalition, which offers a 
more promising model for the U.S. role in the world.”46
? Now Etzioni insisted that the global or international community is “a 
sociological embryo [. . .] but one that is growing.”47  He proposed reforming the 
United Nations into a World Parliament with two houses, a Security Council and a 
General Assembly.48  Thus, although Etzioni’s international relations are based on 
soft communitarianism in contrast to neoconservatism and hyper-liberalism, 
Etzioni wanted “the antiterrorism coalition” in the global community.49
 42. Amitai Etzioni, From Empire to Community (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2004), 
14―15.
 43. Ibid., 22.
 44. Ibid., 2.
 45. Ibid., 75, 91, 101.
 46. Ibid., 103.
 47. Ibid., 177.
 48. Ibid., 198.
 49. Ibid., 106.
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? In Security First: For a Muscular, Moral Foreign Policy (2007), Etzioni 
changed his foreign policy from soft communitarianism to “muscular” 
communitarianism: “[I]nstead of assuming that democratizing nations such as Iraq 
and Afghanistan will turn them into guardians of the peace and reliable friends, 
we must aim first to ensure basic security.” The reason is that “security drives 
democracy, while democracy does not beget security.”50  Now the most important 
thing was “a world order free from terrorism and nuclear threats.”51  At present 
“the application of hard power regrettably cannot be avoided.”52  Etzioni called 
this application of hard power in international relations muscular.  In a 2008 
contribution in the Huffington Post Etzioni supported President Barack Obama as 
“the main theme of his philosophy” was “communitarian ideas.”53  However, in a 
2010 piece, also in the Huffington Post, Etzioni insisted that Obama’s “soft 
communitarianism” must turn to “muscular communitarianism.”54  Following 9/11 
clearly Etzioni’s major concern is public security against terrorism.
? In 2015 Etzioni published The New Normal: Finding a Balance between 
Individual Rights and the Common Good in which he discussed several domestic 
problems.  He still insisted on “a balance between individual rights and the 
common good” but a balance that emphasized the common good for public 
security.  For example, freedom of the press must be balanced with concern for 
national security, rather than “a violation of a basic right or freedom.”55  He 
insisted that his position since The New Golden Rule: Community and Morality in 
a Democratic Society (Harper, 1996), was “liberal communitarian philosophy,”56 
although he did not use the epithet liberal together with communitarian in that 
book.  He said here “that between rights and the common good [. . .] is in 
accordance with our liberal communitarian values.”57
? To Etzioni, President Donald Trump seems to be a destroyer of these “liberal 
communitarian values.” In 2017 Etzioni criticized President Trump in the 
Huffington Post for impelling “the raw emotions of the masses, without any 
opportunity for reflection or deliberation.”58  Since Trump has become president, 
 50. Amitai Etzioni, Security First: For a Muscular, Moral Foreign Policy (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 2007), ix.
 51. Ibid., x.
 52. Ibid., 245.
 53. Amitai Etzioni, “Conservatism is Dead: Long Live Liberalism? (Part III)” Huffington 
Post, July 24, 2008, https://www.huffpost.com/entry/conservatism-is-dead-long_b_113096.
 54. Amitai Etzioni, “Now: Muscular Communitarianism,” Huffington Post, March 18, 
2010, https://www.huffpost.com/entry/now-muscular-communitaria_b_410814.
 55. Amitai Etzioni, The New Normal: Finding a Balance between Individual Rights and the 
Common Good (New York: Routledge, 2015), 6.
 56. Ibid., 45, n. 72.
 57. Ibid., 71.
 58. Amitai Etzioni, “Remember, One Trump is Worse than the Other,” Huffington Post, 
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Etzioni’s main concern has turned to the problem of populism.  In Happiness is 
the Wrong Metric: A Liberal Communitarian Response to Populism (2017), 
Etzioni points out that globalism is “a subcategory of contemporary classical 
liberalism” and nationalism is “a particular form of communitarianism.” Therefore 
“[t]he rise of populism in many democratic politics is often attributed to a 
nationalistic reaction to the ascent of globalization.”59  Globalists criticize “the 
communitarian causes of populism” as “the pathological reactions of people.” For 
globalists, the “weakening of commitments to local or national communities” is 
often seen as liberating.  “Globalists, like many liberals, have no room for 
communities in their moral and philosophical vocabulary.”60  But they disregard 
what Aristotle said?that “human beings are social animals,” and what Sandel 
said?that we cannot understand ourselves except as members of a particular 
community.61  Etzioni admits that “communities can be overpowering and 
oppressive” but “communities in democratic societies tend to be much ?thinner’” 
and “are less psychologically dependent on any one community” because the 
sense of  belonging divers i f ies .   Therefore ,  his  l iberal  democrat ic 
communitarianism occupies a middle ground between “globalist liberalism” and 
“authoritarian communitarianism.”62 
? Thus, Etzioni thinks that populism is a reaction to globalism, but it is wrong 
that “globalist liberalism” regards communitarianism in general as a pathological 
reaction to populism.  Rather, to overcome populism we need the “moral 
dialogue” of liberal communitarianism.
A liberal communitarian society will seek to restore conflicts first and foremost 
through moral dialogues and resort to coercive enforcement only when these fail.  
Moral dialogues are social processes through which people form new shared moral 
understanding.63
Conclusion
? Because Etzioni has adopted the role of public intellectual his political thought 
is not abstract but concrete, and not radical but moderate.  Etzioni does not deploy 
his political thought as principles and general rules but discusses current topics to 
January 4, 2017, https://www.huffpost.com/entry/one-trump-is-worse-than-t_b_13951590.
 59. Amitai Etzioni, Happiness is the Wrong Metric: A Liberal Communitarian Response to 
Populism (Springer Open, 2017), 126.
 60. Ibid., 128.
 61. Ibid., 128, 129.
 62. Ibid., 130.
 63. Ibid., 145.
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reform moral dimensions of his society from the inside.  As an American public 
intellectual, he is not indifferent to partisanship and consistently supports the 
Democrats, although he insists that his political position is centrist.  However, he 
leans more right or more left as the political and social conditions vary.  In 
particular, since 9/11 he has leaned more to the right, attaching importance to 
public safety.  This emphasis may come from his attachment to Israel, though he 
does not discuss this point.  To public intellectuals, what constitutes public 
responsibility is decided by their circumstances and the times in which they have 
grown up.  But this does not mean relativism or particularism.  Etzioni believes 
that his two moral values, individual rights and the common good, must both be 
pursued universally, although the balance between them depends on the situation.
? I think that Etzioni’s political thought has had the basic characteristics of 
contemporary communitarianism from the beginning.  The political thought of 
contemporary communitarians is thinking within and for one’s community, as 
communities face a crisis of dissolution by “the excessive individualism” and 
“hyper-liberalism” of the 1980s.  Contemporary communitarians insist on the 
strength of democratic communities and the value of community.  At the same 
time contemporary communitarians do not admire any communities and do not 
deny individual freedom and rights.
? However, in Japan, orthodox scholars still hold that contemporary 
communitarianism is conservative and authoritarian in which traditional 
communities are desperately defended.  But as we have seen, the political thought 
of Etzioni is not defending “thick” communities, although since 9/11 he has given 
priority to public safety over individual rights.  As he now claims, his 
communitarianism is not essentially authoritarian communitarianism but 
consistently liberal communitarianism that aims to realize an open and global 
community.
? As I have already mentioned, in 1999 Etzioni thought that Japan needed more 
liberalism than communitarianism, perhaps because Japan is a country of 
traditional authoritarian communitarianism and needs more liberty and rights, as 
Japanese orthodox scholars insist.  But I have another view.  First, historically, 
premodern Japanese communities were self-governing.  For example, in 1890 
when the Meiji Constitution was enacted, Fukuzawa Yukichi, the first modernist 
in Japan, wrote that “local autonomy has been a system unique to the Japanese 
since ancient times, and the people have been used to it for a long time.”64
? Second, although it is true that we must still pay serious attention to individual 
rights in Japan, especially those of women and minorities, we also need to pursue 
the common good to combat excessive individualism.  After the economic bubble 
of the 1980s, those who insist on individual rights but in reality, mean individual 
 64. Fukuzawa Yukichi, Fukuzawa Yukichi Zenshu, vol. 6 (Iwanami Shoten, 1959), 50.  See 
also Kikuchi, Gendai no Komyunitarianizumu, chap. 4.
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profits and therefore do not seek the common good have increased in Japan.  I 
believe that we need liberal communitarianism now.  Article XII of the 
Constitution of Japan states that 
The freedoms, rights and opportunities enunciated by this Constitution are 
maintained by the eternal vigilance of the people and involve an obligation on the 
part of the people to prevent their abuse and to employ them always for the common 
good.65
Namely, the Constitution states that we must use freedom and individual rights 
(not for private interests but) for the common good.  To my regret, most Japanese 
scholars neglect this and talk only of the inviolability of rights.  To use the words 
of Sandel, in Japan, “must individual rights betray the common good?”66
 65. https://www.ndl.go.jp/modern/img_t/105/105-001tx.html.  I quote from Article XI of 
the GHQ draft as the content is almost the same as Article XII of the present Constitution of 
Japan, but one difference is that it uses the term, “the common good.”
 66. Sandel, “Morality and the Liberal Ideal.”
